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Scottsdale’s own Britany Simon takes on TV’s
toughest design challenges on HGTV Design
Star. Can her bold design style and youthful
energy take her to the top?
By Wendy Rubicam
Photos by James Patrick, www.jamespatrick.com
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The cast of season 7 of HGTV
Design Star.

“Literally, if I could have
redecorated the womb, I
would have done it,”she jokes.
“It was just always something
I loved to do.”
Scottsdale design lovers have a special
reason to tune in to the seventh season
of HGTV Design Star on Tuesday nights—
local up-and-coming designer, Britany
Simon. The Chaparral High School and
ASU grad is taking on 11 other talented
interior designers, stylists and artists from
around the country for a chance to win
her own HGTV design show.
Although she’s the youngest of this
season’s finalists, Simon has been designing for as long as she can remember.
“Literally, if I could have redecorated the
womb, I would have done it,” she jokes. “It
was just always something I loved to do.”

She was inspired and encouraged
along the way by both her dad, a residential home builder, and her mom,
who Simon describes as the ultimate
handywoman. “She would sew anything,
paint anything; she was ultimately the
person who taught us how to make things
instead of buying them, and how to make
something for less.”
Simon grew up accompanying her
dad to his building sites and by age 12
was helping choose the interior finishes
for his model homes.
She has continued her work with
the home-building industry, as well as
June 2012
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“I was like a sponge. I just
wanted to take it all in and
would apply everything they
were telling me.”
establishing her own Scottsdale design
firm, Britany Simon Design, and working
as a professional photographer. An avid
fan of HGTV Design Star, Simon watched
past seasons knowing that she needed
to be on the show herself. “It was something that I’ve always wanted to do and it
always felt like something I was supposed
to do,” she shares.
When she learned that auditions
were being held in Las Vegas, she and
her husband didn’t hesitate to jump in
the car and take the next step. “When
I found out I was on, it almost felt like it
was my path, like it was meant to be and
this is where I’m supposed to be going,”
she says with certainty. “I felt honored to
be a part of it. Out of thousands of people
they picked me because obviously they
saw something in me, and I was ready to
just bring it!”
Everyone seems to agree that season seven has raised the bar in terms
of the difficulty of the challenges and
the talent level of the designers. HGTV
designer and judge, Vern Yip, says, “Our
finalists had an amazing opportunity to
work with powerhouse stars and create
some of the most stunning designs we’ve
seen in the history of HGTV Design Star.”
Celebrity guest judges include Daisy
Fuentes, Kardashian mom Kris Jenner,
Marg Helgenberger and Vanilla Ice.
Simon acknowledges that the tough
competition was evident from the very
first episode, saying, “After the first challenge I remember walking out and being
like, ‘Crap. This is no joke.’ I feel like a lot
of us had watched the past seasons and
said, ‘I think I can win this.’ So this sea50
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son’s going to be really, really good—and
I’m not just saying that!” she says with her
signature smile.
Each designer brings their own
unique style to the competition, and Simon
describes her look as “a modern, glam,
chic kind of look.” She explains, “It’s clean
lines, but I like to use bolder patterns and
bolder colors. I want a space to feel fun
and energetic, and to me, that’s what high
contrast and bold colors do. I like to look
at fashion and also use photography as an
inspiration and kind of developed my style
from there.”
She feels that her work as a photographer gave her an edge in the competition,
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as well. “I was told many times that my
style is very distinct and it looks great
on camera, so that was a bonus for me,
being able to see a space and know what
it’s going to look like on camera from
being a photographer.”
The fact that the winner of HGTV
Design Star will ultimately host their own
design show adds an additional dimension to the weekly challenges. Not only
does each contestant need to be a dazzling designer, they need a concept for
their future show and a compelling onscreen personality.
Simon’s talent for incorporating photography into her designs to create personalized, picture-perfect spaces formed the
foundation of her show concept. “I’ll take
something, whether it’s a cool, different
way of taking a family portrait or finding
out what someone’s inspired by and taking
pictures of that. I think it’s all about making
it personal and having a space that really
does represent you, and photography’s a
great way to do that,” she explains.
The hosting portion of each challenge was a new perspective for someone
who’s usually behind the camera. “For me
that was the scariest part because of the
unknown,” she confesses. “The design
part I can handle. The camera thing—I
didn’t know what I was going to see. I was
better than I expected. I was just myself,
which is what they tell you to do, and you
do get better at it the more you practice.”
But what about those times when
the contestants aren’t actually “hosting,”
but are being filmed as they work? “When
you’re a hot mess and you’re sweating
and have paint all over you?” Simon asks,

A photo
of Simon
taken
during
filming.

laughing. “I tried to be mindful of that,
being that I’ve watched other seasons. I
tried to be sure that I didn’t look like a mess
in the morning. I tried to make myself look
presentable for the day, but I didn’t always
stay looking presentable… you just don’t
have time to care,” she says of the intense
and often exhausting competition.
Despite the high-level competition of
the show, Simon brought her open personality and says she focused on friendship
throughout the season. “I tried to look at
it that I was just going to try to be myself
and not let the competition part of it take
over anything for me, even though I am
very competitive and of course I’m there to
win,” she says candidly. “I just decided that
I’m going to make friends with these people and just enjoy the entire experience,
because it’s an unbelievable experience
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I tried to make myself look presentable for
the day, but I didn't always stay looking
presentable... you just don't have time to care,”
just to be there.”
Although the outcome of the show is
yet to be revealed, Simon says she would
do it again in a heartbeat. “I definitely
gained a lot more confidence in myself
as a designer. It re-inspired me in design.
I loved every minute of it and was proud
of every single thing I did,” she says with
enthusiasm. She counts herself lucky to
have been judged by the show’s elite
group of judges, saying, “Yes, it’s nervewracking and you’re literally biting off
your fingernails when you’re waiting to
go into evaluation. But to me, there’s no
other opportunity like this to have people
who are very established designers giving
you feedback. I was like a sponge. I just
wanted to take it all in and would apply
everything they were telling me.”
Returning to Scottsdale with renewed
design energy and a color palette as
bright as her personality, Simon admits
that her bold approach is a different vibe
for the sometimes overwhelmingly neutral
design trend in the Southwest. “I never use
beige—maybe a little bit of cream in things,
but I will never paint a wall beige—never,
ever, hands down,” she says emphatically.
“I think a lot of people are as bored with
beige as I am, so if they want to bring
some color in, call me, because I will bring
it for you if you’re ready for it.”
Whether new to the show or already
hooked, design lovers can follow Simon’s
progress on the weekly episodes and
also cast votes for fan favorites on
www.HGTV.com.

Wendy Rubicam can be reached at
www.rubicamwriting.com.
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